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Currently I am using this regex for first. (?The White
House is preparing for a rare announcement in which
President Donald Trump will request a new justice for

the Supreme Court, the New York Times reported
Monday. The president is expected to announce his

pick on Friday, the Times said, citing two people
familiar with the decision. Trump is expected to make
his decision after considering a short list of candidates

that include two federal appellate court judges and
Brett Kavanaugh, the high-ranking Trump attorney
who was confirmed to the Supreme Court in 2018.
“Every president is entitled to pick the justices he

wants to serve on the Supreme Court,” White House
spokesperson Kerri Kupec told the Times. If Trump
picks Kavanaugh to be the new justice, he would

become the president’s second pick for the Supreme
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Court, following Neil Gorsuch. While Kavanaugh and
Gorsuch are considered more moderate conservatives,

Trump sees them as too moderate for the
conservative-leaning court. According to the Times,
multiple conservative groups inside the White House

are pressuring the president to pick Kavanaugh. Some
conservative advocates are pushing for Trump to pick
Kavanaugh and worry that a different pick would set a

precedent that liberals could exploit in future court
decisions, the Times reported.Q: How to get minimum
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